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Why a later start to the school day could
pump $1 billion into Illinois' economy

By Gail MarksJarvis

Chicago Tribune

SEPTEMBER 5, 2017, 6:00 AM

f school districts throughout the state moved starting times to 8:30 a.m. so middle and high school

students could sleep longer, Illinois' economy would gain $1 billion within five years, according to a

study by the Rand Corp.

The state, along with others throughout the country, would benefit from fewer car crashes involving

sleep-deprived adolescents, and from students performing better in school, going to college, and

earning more in their careers, the study said.

The researchers said the gain to the nation would be $9.3 billion within two years if every state made

Parents of students at William H. Ray Elementary school speak about their first day of school experience after they dropped off

their children, Sept. 5, 2017, in Hyde Park. (Alyssa Pointer/Chicago Tribune)
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the change, a figure that is comparable to the annual revenue of Major League Baseball. The gains

would come in the form of increased productivity, more tax revenue and other factors, according to the
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The Rand researchers looked state by state at the potential growth. Attention focused on starting times
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times that are easier on students than others. "We are paying for sleep deprivation and we can mitigate
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Although Illinois wouldn't recover the extra costs of a later average starting time within the first couple

of years of changes, after five years Illinois would be gaining a $1.56 return on every $1 spent on moving
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Another study by Fred Danner and Barbara Phillips in the Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine suggested
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An earlier version of this story included an inaccurate start time for high school students in
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